In [l], Gong Shang proves that the Fourier series of a sufficiently smooth function on a unitary group U(n) converges absolutely and uniformly. Using the theory of elliptic operators, we give a short proof of a more general assertion.
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Suppose m is a finite strictly positive measure on a compact Ca manifold M. Suppose L is a strictly elliptic operator of order k on M which is selfadjoint on the space L2(M) of square integrable functions with respect to m. Then it is well known that for a sufficiently large positive scalar X, (X+L)-1 is defined and compact, so L has a complete set of eigenfunctions c6,-in L2(M), and any function fEL2 (M) can be expanded in a Fourier series/= y]a,<6,-with respect to these eigenvectors, the series converging in Hilbert space norm. We ask the following question: what smoothness conditions can we place on/ to guarantee that the sum /= 2Z(/, 4>i)<bi converges absolutely and uniformly? The following theorem appears to be well known, but we shall record the proof, which is quite simple. In what follows, Hks will be the Sobolev space of functions whose weak derivatives of order ks are square integrable. Theorem 1. With notations as above, let n be the dimension 0/ M, and let s^n/2k be an integer. Suppose j"EHks. Then the Fourier series 0/ . with respect to the eigenvectors 0/ L converges absolutely and uniformly/ Proof. We use the fundamental fact that for a sufficiently large positive scalar X, (X+L)': Hkl->L2(M) is a bicontinuous linear bijection.
If g = (X+L)'/, we write the L2-norm convergent series°f &< S= 2~li-1 Ptf>i-Since || 2*1»/3,-$,-||-»0 as ra->=° it follows from the fact that (X+L)~' is continuous that
as ra-><», where || || is the L2 norm and || \\k, is the Sobolev space norm. By Sobolev's inequality it follows that supxejir | X)<" n attifn(x) | ->0 as ra-»°o, so in fact ]CiliO!ic6,-does converge uniformly to/. Finally, for a given x0EM, if we pick complex numbers co,-of absolute value 1 such that co,-a,<£,-(x0) ^0 for each i, then the same reasoning as above gives supxSM \ XXn Wjo:ic6,(x) | ->0, and a fortiori GXG on L2iG) defined by F(x, y)fiz)=f(xr1zy). We apply this observation after proving the following lemma.
Lemma. Let ir be an irreducible unitary representation of the compact group G, with matrix ir(x) = (gi,(x)). Then the representation T of GXG on the vector space spanned by the entry functions gn(x), defined by T(x, y)gijiz)=gijix~1zy), is irreducible.
Proof. Let n he the degree of ir, so the degree of T is n2. Now T is irreducible if and only if /c?xc? | tr T(x, y)\2 dx dy = l/n2. But since T(x, y)gij(z) = zZ gtkixrl)gkiiz)gijiy), we see that tr T(x, y) = zZ g«farl)gti(y) = tr xf» tr x(y).
«./ Hence this integral is equal to f f | tr x(x) tr 7r(y) \2dxdy = ( f | tr tt(x) \2dx\ = 1/n2 since ir is irreducible. It follows that F acts irreducibly on each of the spaces spanned by {gij-l^i, j^nk}, for fixed k. Hence the previous theorem applies, and we can state our result, since these spaces are eigenspaces of L by Schur's lemma. Theorem 2. Let G be a compact Lie group of dimension n, and let
